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Global Legal Information Network

• 1996 - 2012

Search GLIN

Welcome to GLIN
The Global Legal Information Network (GLIN) is a public database of official texts of laws, regulations, judicial decisions, and other complementary legal sources contributed by governmental agencies and international organizations. These GLIN members contribute the full texts of their published documents to the database in their original languages. Each document is accompanied by a summary in English and, in many cases in additional languages, plus subject terms selected from the multilingual index to GLIN. All summaries are available to the public, and public access to full texts is also available for most jurisdictions. To begin searching GLIN, use the search fields below.
GLIN developments

• Created by LOC in 1996
• Shut down in 2012 due to funding cuts
• GLIN Foundation: www.glinf.org
• Archive!
  http://loc.gov/lawweb/servlet/GlinArchive?Brazil
WorldLII

• www.worldlii.org
• Country and Region divisions
• Native content links
• Searching and LawCite
• Links to other Legal Information Institutes
Issues with global legal sites

• Funding sources: contributions vs government
• Keeping current materials from very different sources
• Need for document standard to allow more automated processes
Case law
Legislation
Lectures
Law Commission reports
In the beginning...

- 1999 – meeting in Chatham House
- Concerns over the promulgation of the law
- Filling gaps from the Lord Chancellor’s website
- Inspired by AustLII
Don’t forget about the CJEU!

...and the ECHR
• Europa has added additional search functions
  • Split between Curia and Eur-Lex
  • Searching by citation?
  • Only know the party names?
  • Cases as printed in the OJEU
  • One stop shop?
  • Ease of use?
The British Legal Landscape

- Common Law System
- Large body of case law
- As of 2001, cases linked by neutral citations
  - EWHC
  - EWCA
  - UKSC
- Legislation
- Hansard
• Quick uploading of new judgments
• Un-doctored RTF versions
• Official Transcripts
• RSS
Legislation can be tricky

- Legislation as introduced, not as in force
- Are the alternatives any better?
  - Legislation.gov.uk
- Outstanding effects
- 129,000 outstanding effects to be made (April 2013)
- PDF copies
BAILII’s Legislation search
Progressive Developments

• Open Law - 3 year JISC project
  – Aimed to fill the gap of missing key judgments pre-1996
• Grouping of key cases by subject area
• Links to LawCite
• App development?
Size is no object...
The structure of the courts

UK Supreme Court
Appeal only, on points of law
Justices of the Supreme Court

Court of Appeal
Appeal only, on points of law to either the Criminal or Civil Divisions:
Lord Chief Justice, Heads of Division and Court of Appeal Judges

High Court
Chancery, Queen’s Bench and Family Divisions. All three divisions hear appeals from other courts, as well as “first instance” cases.
High Court and Deputy High Court Judges

Crown Court
Jury trial for all indictable and some either-way criminal offences. Appeals against conviction and sentence from the magistrates’ court.
Circuit judges, Recorders and juries

County Court
Trial for most civil cases.
Circuit judges, Recorders, District Judges, Deputy District Judges

Magistrates’ Court
Trial for most criminal offences. Some civil and family matters.
Magistrates, District Judges (Magistrates’ Courts), Deputy DJ (MC’s)

Employment Appeal Tribunal
Appeals from the Employment Tribunals
Employment Appeal Judges and members

Employment Tribunal (England & Wales; Scotland)
Claims about matters to do with employment
Employment Judges and members

Upper Tribunal
Appeals from the First-tier Tribunal
Upper Tribunal Judges

First-tier
Appeals from executive agency decisions.
Tribunal judges and members

There are a number of other tribunals outside of this structure (for example, School Exclusion Panels) - their supporting legislation explains their individual appeal routes.
You are here: BAILII >> Search results

Repeat search over: WorldLII databases : WorldLII web search : Google

WorldLII categories:
1. WorldLII - Categories - Subjects - Computerisation of Law - Inferencing - Individuals
2. WorldLII - Categories - Subjects - Taxation, Revenue Customs - By Country
3. WorldLII - Categories - Subjects - Taxation, Revenue Customs

Searching for: "kpmg" (boolean query) [Edit search] [RSS feed for this search]

Sort results by: Title Jurisdiction Relevance Date Date (oldest first) Re-sort

Total documents found in BAILII databases: 922

   ([1998] EUECJ T-371/94; From Court of Justice of the European Communities (including Court of First Instance Decisions); 326 KB)

   ([1998] EUECJ T-394/94; From Court of Justice of the European Communities (including Court of First Instance Decisions); 346 KB)

3. E v Commission of the European Communities (French Text) [2001] EUECJ T-24/98 (3 July 2001) (View without highlighting) [100%]
   (ECJE:EU:T:2001:175, EU:T:2001:175, [2001] EUECJ T-24/98; From Court of Justice of the European Communities (including Court of First Instance Decisions); 86 KB)

   ([2003] EUECJ C-334/99; From Court of Justice of the European Communities (including Court of First Instance Decisions); 85 KB)

5. Moresfield Ltd. & Ors v Bauers (a firm) & Ors [2003] EWHC 1602 (Ch) (03 July 2003) (View without highlighting) [100%]
   ([2003] EWHC 1602 (Ch); From England and Wales High Court (Chancery Division) Decisions; 63 KB)

6. Inter Finance Group Ltd v. KPMG Peat Marwick t/a KPMG Management Consulting [1998] IEHC 217 (29th June. 1998) (View without highlighting) [100%]
   ([1998] IEHC 217; From High Court of Ireland Decisions; 11 KB)
IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE
CHANCERY DIVISION

Before:

MR JUSTICE LAWRENCE COLLINS

Between:

(1) MORESFIELD LIMITED
(2) KENNETH SWIFT
(3) JEREMY SWIFT
Mr Justice Lawrence Collins:

I Introduction

1. The claim is by Bambery, a firm of solicitors, for disclosure pursuant to CPR Part 23.6 of all documents relating to the case of the late James Andrew Pennington, whose estate was represented by him. Pennington died on 25 April 2003 and the wills of the firm were settled on 20 May 2003.

2. The claim is by Bambery, a firm of solicitors, for disclosure pursuant to CPR Part 23.6 of all documents relating to the case of the late James Andrew Pennington, whose estate was represented by him. Pennington died on 25 April 2003 and the wills of the firm were settled on 20 May 2003.

3. The claim is by Bambery, a firm of solicitors, for disclosure pursuant to CPR Part 23.6 of all documents relating to the case of the late James Andrew Pennington, whose estate was represented by him. Pennington died on 25 April 2003 and the wills of the firm were settled on 20 May 2003.

II The Agreement

10. The Agreement contained the following material provisions:

(a) Clause 2.1 provided that the total purchase price for the shares was £24,960,000. These were the "Shares" as defined.

(b) Clause 2.2 defined the "Consideration Shares" as:

- The aggregate of the following components:
  - The aggregate of the following components:
    - The aggregate of the following components:
      - The aggregate of the following components:

(c) Clause 2.3 provided that the Consideration Shares were to be issued to the Company's shareholders.

11. The Agreement was entered into on 30 September 2003.

12. The Agreement was entered into on 30 September 2003.

13. The Agreement was entered into on 30 September 2003.
Law Commission Reports

• Important for wider understanding of legal landscape and consultations
• Carry importance for use on intention of legislation
• Building a back catalogue from 1966 onwards
Instituto de Investigaciones Jurídicas

- [http://info.juridicas.unam.mx](http://info.juridicas.unam.mx)
- National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM)
- Library
- Publications/Research
- Law and cases
Cases (ctd.)

- Year/Month
- Types
- Theme (broad area of law)
- Individual court sites have other searches.
- [http://info.juridicas.unam.mx/infjur/leg/jrs/](http://info.juridicas.unam.mx/infjur/leg/jrs/)
• www.sjn.gob.mx
• Various types of state and federal courts
• “Tribunal” “Poder Judicial”
Legislación (Leyes)

• State and Federal
• Constitution w English and French
• [http://info.juridicas.unam.mx/infjur/leg/](http://info.juridicas.unam.mx/infjur/leg/)
• Diario Oficial (1974 w/ login)
• [http://www.dof.gob.mx/](http://www.dof.gob.mx/)
• [http://gaceta.diputados.gob.mx/](http://gaceta.diputados.gob.mx/)
Publishers

• Omeka: legal encyclopedia print and CD-ROM
  http://www.omeba.info/

• Angel: Includes other publishers’ titles and pdf TOCs.
  www.angeleeditor.com
Searching in other languages

• No more Google translated search
• Translate-copy-paste
• Searching by domain
African Law Library started in 2012 by Jean-Claude Bastos de Morais
• Downloadable, printable, multilingual-legal texts, selected court decisions and secondary literature for free
• Newsletter for the development of the database
• Membership required to access books
Country Overviews

General Information

Political Data

Government Structure

Economic System

Legal System
Browsing...
THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA  
(WESTERN CAPE DIVISION, CAPE TOWN)  

In the matter between  

AWCAPE (PTY) LTD  

APPLICANT  

And  

BARBARA ANN PIETERSEN  
STEPHEN GEORGE RUSH  
STREAMLINK TECHNOLOGIES CC  

FIRST RESPONDENT  
SECOND RESPONDENT  
THIRD RESPONDENT  

Conrn:  
ROGERS J  

Hdnt:  
28 APRIL 2015  

Delivered:  
8 MAY 2015
• AfricanLII
  – Part of the Free Access to Law Movement
  – Underpinned by a number of LIIs and University of Cape Town
  – Portal of links rather than direct hosting
• Lexadin
  – No longer updated
  – Extensive bank of links
  – Useful to identify correct departments/URLs
Honourable mentions:
Funding issues?
Link rot
Decentralised sites?
Tied to the future of publishing
Photo Credits

- World Map – Abstract Acrylic by Nicolas Raymond [https://flic.kr/p/gfJWZC](https://flic.kr/p/gfJWZC)
- 20110930-IMG_3187 (lego boxer) by Travis Modisette [https://flic.kr/p/arP9E6](https://flic.kr/p/arP9E6)
- Chatham House Entrance by Chatham House [https://flic.kr/p/763RBh](https://flic.kr/p/763RBh)
- Reliable by Todd: [https://flic.kr/p/4UPauh](https://flic.kr/p/4UPauh)
- Diagrams from legislation.gov.uk & judiciary.gov.uk licensed under the Open Government Licence V2.0
- Plexus Word-Up by Andra Mlhali [https://flic.kr/p/ahPXHv](https://flic.kr/p/ahPXHv)
- Journals by Barry Silver [https://flic.kr/p/8A6XQV](https://flic.kr/p/8A6XQV)
- Grow by David Joyce [https://flic.kr/p/4FjoaJ](https://flic.kr/p/4FjoaJ)
- Back to the Future: Oops "Doc we've looped back to see ourselves... “ by Brian Neudorff [https://flic.kr/p/giTe4A](https://flic.kr/p/giTe4A)
- Finger face with a question by Tsahi Levent-Levi [https://flic.kr/p/cBFFBS](https://flic.kr/p/cBFFBS)
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